
Facebook stopped growing in Ukraine. Over the first 6 months in 2021, 
its audience stayed at 16M.

Instagram, on the contrary, continued to expand and nearly levelled with 
Facebook in Ukraine by adding 1M to its audience to reach 15M. The 
audience reachable by Facebook tools grew by 2M to total 24M.

Facebook sees a shrinking audience in larger cities with all 
oblast centers demonstrating a smaller reach. Instagram also 
had a decrease in its reach in most oblast centers. Smaller cities, 
however, demonstrate an increase in audience for both 
platforms, a trend we have been registering for almost 18 
months.

In general, both social media platforms have higher reach in 
oblast centers than in oblasts as a whole (40% or higher.)

60% of Ukrainian of 18-35 years old use Facebook, while over 
80% of the same group use Instagram. Instagram continues to 
beat Facebook among users under 30 years old.

Women surpass men on both platforms in Ukraine. Women also 
make most of the increase in audience in all age groups.

A desktop version of social media platforms continues to lose 
popularity in most age groups and makes up to 20% at most.

The reasearch is updated every six months, 
a new version is available here

https://plusone.com.ua/research


Calculation Methodology

This research employed the Facebook Ads Manager data to 
calculate the number of users in Ukraine (excluding Crimea 
and including entire Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts).

As the State Statistics Service data does not take into 
consideration the up-to-date demographic situation in Donetsk 
and Luhansk oblasts, we had to exclude these oblasts in 
charts based on the official data. 
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* based on Facebook Ads Manager data, Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts included



Over the last six months, Facebook's 
audience of 16M barely changed while 
Instagram is careering to level with 15M 
users at present, thus narrowing the gap to 
a mere 1M. 

Audience Dynamics



Ukrainian users tended to google 
Facebook less, as they have an 
application already installed on their 
smartphone or a link bookmarked in their 
desktop browser. Since mid-2020, 
Instagram is continuously the second 
most searchable platform in Google, 
surpassing VKontakte.

Search Dynamics

*Google Trends



Ukraine stays in the Top-3 among 
leading European countries and 
neighbors by Instagram’s reach.

As before, Ukraine is doing better than 
Germany, Moldova, Belarus and Russia 
by Facebook’s reach.

Facebook and Instagram: Ukraine as Compared to Other 
Countries



Most Ukrainian oblasts prefer Facebook but five 
regions: Kharkiv oblast with Instagram’s reach of 
42% as compared to Facebook’s 35%, Odesa 
oblast (47% and 43%, respectively), Zaporizhzhia 
oblast (39% and 36%, respectively) and Kyiv and 
Dnipro oblasts with both social platforms 
breaking even.

Facebook is most popular in Kyiv oblast (58%), 
Lviv oblast (49%) and Zakarpattia oblast (45%) 
with Kharkiv oblast showing the lowest reach of 
35%.

Instagram is most popular in Kyiv oblast (58%), 
Odesa oblast (47%), Kharkiv oblast (42%) and 
Dnipro oblast (42%) and is the least popular in 
Chernihiv oblast with 29%.

Facebook and Instagram: Oblasts in Ukraine

*Facebook and State Statistics Bureau Data



Instagram is doing better in expanding 
its audience than Facebook in most 
Ukrainian oblasts but Kirovohrad, 
Vinnytsia and Chernihiv oblasts.

While, overall, both social platforms 
extended their reach all over Ukraine, 
Facebook lost over 6% of its share in 
Dnipro oblast. A median growth in 
Facebook’s audience is less than 2%, 
while Instagram’s is over 4%.

Facebook and Instagram: Oblasts’ Dynamics

*six months as shown in Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data



Facebook and Instagram: Administrative Centers

* based on Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data

Both social platforms show better reach in oblast 
centers as compared to that in respective 
oblasts. Facebook is doing better than Instagram 
in all larger cities but Kharkiv, Zaporizhzhia 
Dnipro, Mykolaiv, Odesa, and Kyiv. In Kherson 
and Chernivtsi, both platforms have a similar 
share.

Facebook has the largest share of 87% in Lviv 
and the lowest of 49% in Kharkiv. 

Chernivtsi is in the lead in terms of Instagram 
penetration (80%). Zaporizhia has the smallest 
share of Instagram users (49%).



Facebook saw a diminishing share in all 
oblast centers, while Instagram only in most 
of them. This could be explained by an 
increase both platforms are demonstrating in 
reaching more users outside the major cities.

Instagram increased its audience by over 5% 
in Kyiv and Lviv while losing over 10% in 
Chernihiv and Cherkasy.

Cherkasy showed the largest drop in 
Facebook’s audience of over 25%.

*six months based on Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data

Changes in Users: Administrative Centers



Instagram is doing better than Facebook 
among users under 30 years old.

Two peaks correspond to users of 21 
years old (860,000) and 26 years old 
(580,000.)

Users of 32 years or older favor Facebook 
with most users 34 years old (500,000) 
and in the age group of 65+ (920,000.)

Users: Age Groups



Facebook has a reach of 50% or more 
among users 20-48 and 50-51 years old.

Instagram outdoes Facebook in the age 
group of 30 years or younger. Among 
users 18-27 years old it reaches over 
100%. The peculiarity can be explained by 
the fact that many users may have several 
accounts and/or there are a considerable 
number of fake accounts.

Users: Facebook and Instagram Penetration by Age 

*based on Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data



Over the last 6 months, all age groups 
(but those of 13, 14, 20 and 25 years 
old) demonstrated an increase in 
Instagram’s audience. Instagram is 
doing better than Facebook in building 
its audience in age groups of 15-19, 
21-24, 26-41, 44-46, 49, 54, and 56 
years old. In its turn, Facebook showed 
a better growth in age groups of 51-53, 
55 and 58+ years old.

Facebook and Instagram both lost the 
most among 20-years olders (minus 
70,000.)

Users: Dynamics of Quantity

*six months



Overall, over 60% of Ukrainians 18 to 35 
years old use Facebook, while over 80% 
use Instagram. Over 40% in this age 
group also use Facebook Messenger.

Instagram has a share of over 100% in 
the age group of 18 to 24, a 
phenomenon that can be explained by 
the fact that users have several 
accounts registered and/or there’s a 
considerable number of fake accounts.

Facebook is most popular among users 
25 to 35 years old (77%). Facebook 
Messenger is most popular among 
users of the same age group, with 53%.

Users: Age Distribution



Facebook in Oblasts: Users of 18-45 Age Group

*based on Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data

Practically in all oblasts, but 
Zaporizhzhia and Kharkiv oblasts, 
Facebook has a share of over 50% 
among users 18 to 45 years old. In 
those two oblasts, less than half of 18 to 
24 years olders use Facebook.

Kyiv oblast shows an audience of over 
100% among users 25 to 35 years old, 
which can be explained by the fact that 
many users residing in Kyiv are 
registered elsewhere.



Facebook in Oblasts: Users of 46-65 Age Group

*based on Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data

45 % of users 45 to 55 years old in all 
oblasts use Facebook, while Kyiv oblast 
shows a share of over 60%.

All oblasts have a share of 30% or more 
among users 56 to 64 years.

10% or more users 65+ years old in all 
oblasts use Facebook.



Facebook in Oblasts: Dynamics of share change in users age group

*based on Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data

As most oblasts registered an increase in Facebook’s audience among users 18+, it was only Dnipro oblast, where its 
audience shrank already in four age groups among the wider 18 to 55 groups.
Vinnytsia oblast had an over 10% increase among users 25 to 35 years old.



In all oblasts, Instagram showed a share 
of over 100% among users 18 to 24 
years old. The phenomenon could be 
explained by the fact that young users 
often have more than one account 
registered and/or there are a 
considerable number of fake accounts.

Over 50% of users 25 to 35 years old 
use Instagram in all oblasts, as well as 
25% of all users 36 to 45 years old. 

Instagram in Oblasts: Users of 18-45 Age Group

*based on Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data



Instagram in Oblasts: Users of 46-65 Age Group 

*based on Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data

Less than 30% of users 46 years 
or older use Instagram in all 
oblasts, but Kyiv, Dnipro, Odesa, 
Kharkiv and Zaporizhzhia oblasts.



Instagram in Oblasts: Dynamics of share change in users age group

*based on Facebook and State Statistics Bureau data 

All age groups in all oblasts demonstrated the same or better audience of Instagram. 
In most oblasts, Instagram is growing in popularity among users 18 to 24 years with distinct leaders of Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk 
and Kyiv oblasts where a growth of over 30% has been registered among young users.



Facebook in Ukraine: Gender

On Facebook in Ukraine, 
traditionally, there are more women 
than men in all age groups.



All age groups demonstrated the same 
or bigger growth among women than 
that among men. 

Facebook’s men audience dropped in 
15 age groups within the wider group 
of under 40 years, while women 
audience decreased only in age 
groups of 13 to 15, 20, 25, and 33-34 
years old.

The audience showed the largest drop 
among users 20 years old, where the 
social platform lost 40,000 men and 
women users.

Facebook: Change of Quantity of Users

*six months



Instagram in Ukraine: Gender

There are more women than men on 
Instagram as well, with women 
outnumbering men twofold in the age 
group 36 and older and threefold in 
the age group 56 to 64 years.



Most age groups showed better 
growth in women than in men.

Both gender groups lost most among 
users 20 years old (minus 60,000 
men, minus 40,000 women) and 
gained most among users 21 years 
old (plus 100,000 men and plus 
160,000 women.)

Instagram: Change of Quantity of Users

*six months



Facebook Desktop Share in Age Groups

Most age groups demonstrated less 
enthusiasm in using social media’s 
desktop version, while users 18 to 24 
years old used the version as 
frequently as before.

Overall, the desktop version is popular 
among 20% or less users of all age 
groups.

*six months



Instagram: Mobile OS, Distribution of Users

Instagram increased its audience by 1.1M among users with iOS devices and by 1M among users with Android devices. As 
many users often employ devices with different OSs (e.g., they have a smartphone with iOS and a tablet with Android OS), 
the aggregate is more than 100%.



Instagram has more users with iOS-based 
devices than Facebook, with over 30% of 
such users among 18 to 35 years old.

Share of iOS Devices Among All Age Groups



Share of Android Devices Among All Age Groups

Android-based devices make over 
70% among users of both social 
platforms, 18 to 45 years old.



Share of iOS and Android Devices on Facebook in Oblast Centers

iOS-based devices used to reach 
Facebook amount to 15% in Sumy, 
Chernihiv, and Zaporizhzhia to 32% in 
Kyiv. 
Over 60% of users in large cities 
reach Facebook from Android-based 
devices, with Sumy showing the 
largest share of 88%.



Share of iOS and Android Devices on Instagram in Oblast Centers

Instagram has more users in oblast centers 
with iOS-based devices than Facebook, 
ranging from 27% in Sumy to 47% in Kyiv and 
Uzhhorod. Android-based devices make 57% 
in Kyiv to 88% in Zaporizhzhia and Sumy. 
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plusone social impact 
We work with projects that change Ukraine.

We develop and implement strategies and creative solutions. We help to create effective 
communications in the field of social change, important social issues, behavioral change.

The agency conducts case studies and releases Digitaliziren, a weekly podcast on the 
creative industry and digital, a unique product for Ukraine. 

WRITE TO: OFFICE@PLUSONE.COM.UA 

CALL: +38 (044) 228-06-20 

WELCOME TO: VELYKA VASYLKIVSKA, 72A, OFFICE 74  

https://soundcloud.com/digitaliziren



